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• Section 5 of TSCA including pre-manufacturing notification (PMN) does not require testing for new 

chemical substances (NCS); only extant health or environmental effects data need to be submitted. 

• EPA uses various methods to assess risks of NCS with limited data, including chemical categories 

and "read across" based on analogs. Chemical categories have specific chemical definitions, 

categorical boundaries, representative analogs, and testing recommendations to aid submitters in 

understanding potential hazard concerns and to facilitate EPA's review and evaluation of NCS.

• Surfactants may pose a potential inhalation hazard to humans, depending on their conditions of 

use, chemistry, or size characteristics, because they can disrupt the epithelial lining or perturb cell 

membranes.

• EPA has authority to require testing on NCS, but also must consider TSCA’s mandate to reduce or 

replace the use of vertebrate animal testing. We present an IATA that supports consideration of 

physicochemical (PC) properties of the category and facilitates use of NAMs to screen for potential 

key events and adverse outcomes associated with inhaled surfactants.

Figure 3. IATA for evidence integration and evaluation of available data on

inhalable surfactants
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Figure 1. Decision strategy and criteria to consider critical PC properties of candidates for 

inhalable surfactants category

• Inhalable surfactants were defined as those NCS that have the PC properties and meet the 

functional criteria for inclusion/exclusion shown in Figure 1. Subcategories considered are 

amphoteric, nonionic, cationic, and anionic surfactants.

• Systematic review methods were applied using population/exposure/comparator/outcome (PECO) 

statements that considered PC properties and key events (KEs) of potential adverse outcome 

pathways (AOPs) to identify relevant toxicity data and NAMs.

• The multi-path particle dosimetry (MPPD) model was used to translate observed effect levels from 

rodent studies to human equivalent concentrations (HECs) as depicted in Figure 2.

 Due to potential direct interaction with epithelial lining and cells of the entire respiratory tract, 

the dose metric chosen was the daily deposited mass in each respiratory region normalized to 

its surface area.

 The MPPD model may also be deployed to simulate target human exposure scenarios.

• Potential NAMs to inform screening were identified based on KEs and AOP that characterize KE of 

epithelial lining disruption or cell membrane perturbation.

• Figure 3 depicts the IATA as the resultant strategy for evidence integration and evaluation of 

inhaled surfactants.

• Table 1 lists identified NAMs relevant to inhalable surfactants.

• Table 2 provides the HEC values to use in assessing risks of surfactants that meet the category 

definition. 

• IATA represents a strategy to evidence integration and evaluation to aid 

assessment of surfactants with minimal available test data.

• Consideration of PC properties and NAMs aimed at KEs of AOPs 

creates context for evaluation of the need and strategy for higher-tiered 

testing based on mechanistic responses, dosimetry, and exposure 

information.

• Emphasis on development of mechanistic data will advance 

understanding of the potential inhalation toxicity of surfactants to drive 

the development of newer and safer chemistries.
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